Fourth Grade News

Week of Sept. 8th – Sept. 11th, 2020
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Dates to Remember

Spelling Words
Spelling Skill: long e

field
speed
deal
reach
speak
least
between
steam
reason
repeat
lead
believe
piece
breeze
agree
season
chief
degree
brief
peach
Vocabulary Words are
listed on the back

Week of September
8th

Testing Week for
virtual kids

Tuesday, September
8th

Purple: Math,
Reading, Spelling,
Voc. Test
Progress Reports
are issued

Thursday, September
10th
Friday, September
11th

Quote of the Week
“All your dreams can come true
if you have the courage to pursue
them. -Walt Disney

Skills of the Week
Reading: Technical Text
Writing: Informative Writing Prompts
Math: Adding and Subtracting Whole
Numbers
Science: Body Systems
Social Studies: September 11th, 2001

Gold: Math,
Reading, Spelling,
Voc. Test

Reminders
-Make sure you are completing
online teams assignments when you
are not at school
-Be sure work is being submitted on
the due date
-9/7 is a holiday; no school work

Virtual Student Reminders
Be on time for your live session
Have all your materials already with you
Be sitting at a table
Have your camera turned on
Mute your mic
Change your background setting

Academic Words
Sum

Equation

Difference

technical

Estimate

procedures

Operation

sequence

You will be tested on these spelling and vocabulary words on the
week of 9/21-9/25. Purple students will take their test on 9/21,
gold will take theirs on 9/24. Virtual will take theirs at their
scheduled appointment time.
• immune- not capable of being affected by a disease — usually + to

•

supplements- something that is added to something else in order to make it complete

• function-the special purpose or activity for which a thing exists or is used
• pollution- the action or process of making land, water, air, etc., dirty and not
safe or suitable to use
• pressure- the weight or force that is produced when something presses or
pushes against something else
• chemical- of or relating to chemistry
• characteristic- typical of a person, thing, or group : showing the special
qualities or traits of a person, thing, or group
• generators- a machine that produces electricity
• properties- something that is owned by a person, business, etc.
• durable- staying strong and in good condition over a long period of time

• Greek and Latin Root Word Focus:
• multi-, poly- (many)
• pan-, omni- (all)
• Students will have words on their vocabulary test with these roots.
The focus of the skill is not to memorize the word, but to use the
context clues and the root meanings to determine the meaning of
unknown words. Since this is the standard, I will not be giving
them specific words to study. We will be discussing some words
with these roots in class.

